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INTRODUCTION TO
ETHEREUM
A single, canonical computer (known as the
Ethereum Virtual Machine, or EVM) exists in
the Ethereum universe, and everyone on the
Ethereum network agrees on its current state.
Every Ethereum node, or participant in the
network, maintains a copy of this computer's
state.
Any member may also broadcast a command
to this computer to carry out any computation.
Every time a request of this nature is
broadcast, other network users verify, validate,
and perform (or "execute") the computation. As
a result of this execution, the EVM's state
changes, which are committed and distributed
across the whole network.
Transaction requests are requests for
computation; the blockchain, which is saved
and approved by all nodes, keeps track of all
transactions and the current state of the EVM.

INTRODUCTION TO SMART
CONTRACT
An application that runs on the Ethereum blockchain is known as a "smart
contract." It is a set of functions and state-related data that are stored at a
particular address on the Ethereum blockchain.
A particular class of Ethereum account is smart contracts. They can now be
the subject of transactions because they have a balance. However, they are
not user operated; rather, they are deployed on the network and run according
to a programme. Then, user accounts can communicate with a smart contract
by submitting transactions that carry out a smart contract function. Like a
standard contract, smart contracts have the ability to establish rules and have
the system automatically enforce those rules. Smart contract interactions are
irreversible by default and cannot be undone.

COMPOSABILITY
On Ethereum, smart contracts are viewable by everyone and can be compared
to open APIs. This means that you can substantially expand what is possible
by calling other smart contracts from within your own smart contract. Even
other contracts can be deployed through contracts.

LIMITATIONS
Due to their inability to send HTTP requests, smart contracts cannot obtain
information about "real-world" events on their own. This is intentional.
Consensus, which is crucial for security and decentralization, may be
compromised if external information were to be relied upon.
Oracles can be used to circumvent this in some cases.
The maximum contract size is yet another restriction placed on smart
contracts. A smart contract can only be 24KB in size before it runs out of fuel.

SMART CONTRACT
LANGUAGES
The two most active and maintained languages are:
Solidity
Vyper

SOLIDITY
Supports:
Inheritance (you can extend other contracts).
Libraries (you can create reusable code that you can call from
different contracts – like static functions in a static class in other
object oriented programming languages).
Complex user-defined types.

VYPER
Pythonic programming language
Strong typing
Small and understandable compiler code
Efficient bytecode generation
Vyper does not support:
Modifiers
Inheritance
Inline assembly
Function overloading
Operator overloading
Recursive calling
Infinite-length loops
Binary fixed points

What About Ethereum
Games?
Ethereum games function exactly like other games, with the addition of
blockchain in-game transactions. This offers a number of important
advantages:
Real ownership of the game assets is provided by smart contracts. In other
words, even game producers cannot take an in-game object away from
you if you have paid for it. Players now have more power and peace of
mind because game developers no longer have a say in how things are
done in the game's virtual environment.
Ethereum makes it possible to create a metaverse for video games
where digital currency can be readily transferred from one game to another
(if both operate on Ethereum and game mechanics support asset transfer).
By levying a tiny commission on each NFT asset transaction, developers
can generate a sizable profit.

Types of Ethereum Games
Games on Ethereum are still in their early stages, making classification
challenging. Here are a few examples to give you a sense of what is
available.
Playing Cards Games
The environment for blockchain and Ethereum gaming requires collectible
games. In this genre, the popular game is called CryptoKitties. In this
game, users train, amass, and exchange virtual animals in a simulated
environment.
Game Simulations
In simulation games, users control animals directly during real-time
combat. The gameplay has elements of shooting or hack-and-slash
games. By playing these games, you could win NFTs and
cryptocurrencies as prizes.
Free Online Games
Games with open worlds that feature commodities based on
cryptocurrency are exactly what they sound like. You can purchase realmoney land parcels in these games and customise them with people,
buildings, trees, and other aspects. You may even exchange your land for
cash with other people.

NEED OF ETHEREUM GAME
DEVELOPMENT COMPANY
The process of creating your own Ethereum game is difficult. Why? Let's
review the prerequisites for developing Ethereum games that are provided
below:
1. Developers should thoroughly research Ethereum and its features.
To provide a better gaming experience, you as a game owner should
understand hashing techniques, ethereum fundamentals, and the whole
tech stack. You must first understand how blockchain differs from
traditional technology. To appropriately incorporate it into gaming, consider
its drawbacks and restrictions.
2. Examining in detail database management
You must first be familiar with numerous database types and related data
structures in order to integrate into the gaming industry.
3. Promoting the development of intelligent contracts.
It is necessary to initially create the governing system known as Smart
contracts in order to successfully connect blockchain with gaming systems.
4. Important information concerning decentralisation
A game programmer's understanding of the decentralisation procedures is
essential for blockchain developers as well. The dApps may be installed
using a variety of protocols and methods on numerous blockchain
applications.

5. Have in-depth understanding of writing cryptographic codes
Writing cryptographic codes is a skill that is required for blockchain
development. As a developer, you must be familiar with all the fundamental
concepts and procedures. They are necessary for the game's virtual goods
and resources, which players may purchase and exchange on the market.
6. Tools for front-end and back-end development
To construct an Ethereum game, you must first acquire the required
development tools, such as React and NodeJs, that assist in creating the
game's external layers.
Due to intricacies of the project, if you are a game developer or
businessman, you should consult Ethereum game development services.
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